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Abstract
Several methods for coupling the SP-100 space nuclear reactor to the NASA

Lewis Research Center's Free Piston StiflingPower Convertor (FPSPC) are presented. A
25 kWe, dual opposed Stifling convertor configurationis used in these designs The
concepts use radiative couplingbetween the SP-100 lithium loop and the sodium heat
pipe of the Stifling convertorto transfer the heat from the reactor to theconvertor. Four
separate configurations are presented. Masses for the four designs vary from 41 to 176
kgs. Each design's structure,heat transfercharacteristics,andheat pipe performanceare
analytically modeled.

Introduction
In June of 1992,under the auspicesof the Civil Space Technology Initiative

(CSTI), the developmentof several heat exchanger concepts to couple the SP-100 nuclear
reactor to the SpaceStifling Power Convertor (SSPC) was initiated at NASA Lewis
Research Center. The SP-100 reactor and the FPSPC were being developed under
separate contractsand this was the first attempt to developthe interface for a complete
system. This paper discusses four designsthat utilize the high temperature lithium
coolant of the SP-100 to radiatively couple the reactor with the Stifling convertor. These
radiatively coupled designshave the advantage(over directly coupled designs) of
separating the SP-100 lithium from the Inconel 718 superalloyof the Stifling convertor
and thus minimize material incompatibilityproblems. These incompatibility problems
arise from the fact that many of the superalloy constituentmaterialsare soluble in lithium
at these temperatures.

This design work includes: on the reactor side, the manifolds of the lithium supply
and return lines of the SP-100 and the radiatingplates used to transferheat to the
evaporator of the SSPC heat pipe,while on the Stifling convertorside the design includes
the heat pipe housing, wicks, evaporator and adiabatic sectionsof this heat pipe. The
condenser section of the heat pipe (called the Starfish heater head), which is used for
transferring heat from sodium vapor to the helium working fluid in the convertor, is not
included because it is an integral part of the Stifling convertor. For the four heat
exchanger designs studied, the masses vary from 41 kg to 176kg.

Descriptions of Systems
Four concepts are developed in this design study. The first (Figure 1,Figure 2,

and Figure 3) uses a single radiator panel wrappedperpendicularly around the long axis
of the convertor. This configurationwas investigatedbecause of its similarity with



design work performed by Mechanical TechnologyInc. and Thermacore Inc. in the
design of a pool boiler for the ground test of the ComponentTest Power Convertor
(CTPC). The CTPC, like the SSPC, uses a Starfish heater head.

The hot lithium from the reactor flowsthrough an inlet manifold that distributes
the flow to several Nb-1%Zr tubes. These tubes conduct the heat to fins which in turn
radiate to the sodium heat pipe evaporators. The lithium flow is then collected in an exit
manifold and returned to the reactor. The evaporated sodium flows through the heat pipe
to the Starfish heater head where it is condensed, thenpumped back to the evaporator
through the capillary pumping action of arteries. Each sodium evaporator feeds half of
the 25 kWe SSPC convertor. The Nb-1%Zrradiator plate is formedby the
PLATECOILl fabrication process. This technology seam welds two metal plates
together and then hydraulically forms the channels around the flow circle.

The second concept, (Figure 4.) is identical to concept 1except that it uses three
radiator panels rather than the singlepanel. Again the PLATECOILmethod of forming
the panels would be used.

Concepts three and four (Figures5. and Figure 6), utilize toroidal evaporator and
radiator plates rather than the flat plates used in concepts 1 and 2. Because mass is
directly related to the cost of a space system, a torodial heat pipe is modeled with the
expectation that the torus would reduce the amount of flat surfaces in the sodium heat
pipe and thereby reduce the structural mass. Concepts three and four differ in that
concept three has a single torus feedingboth ends of the convertor,while concept four
has two tori each feeding one half of a convertor. Both of these concepts also use the
PLATECOIL method to form the radiator plate except that plate would be in the form of
a tori.

Analysis
The analysisperformed consistedof mathematicallymodeling the thermal,

structural, and heat pipe characteristicsof the heat exchanger concepts. The goal was to
obtain preliminary sizing (mass and volume) estimatesof the heat exchanger concepts so
that a singleconcept could be selectedand explored in greater detail.

It was desired that the heat exchanger design allowthe Stiflingconvertor to
directly replace the thermoelectricsin the primary loop of the SP-100. Therefore, during
the design work the heat exchanger configurationswere made to match, as closely as
possible current thermoelectric SP-100 thermohydraulicprimary loop characteristics.
These requirements set parameterssuch as temperaturedrop (75 K), reactor materials
(Nb-l%Zr), and pressure loss (-2.0 psi).
Thermal

The thermal analysisconsisted of modeling the thermal resistance's of three
components in series. The first component of the thermal resistance is convection from
the liquid lithium to the tube wail, the second is the conduction through the tube wall to
the radiating surface, and the third is radiationfrom the radiating surface to the heat pipe.

The SSPC design requires a Starfish inner wall helium side temperature of 1050
K. Calculations showed that a 16K temperature drop can be expected from the inner
wall through the heat pipe to the evaporatorof the heat pipe. This requires that the
evaporator of the heat pipe operate at 1066 K. From the 1312K average lithium
temperature and the required 1066 K heat pipe evaporatortemperature, a total
permissible thermal resistance of 2.46 K/kiloWatt is calculated.2

An emissivity of .9 was used for the radiator plates on both the superalloy Stifling
convertor surface and the Nb-1%Zr side. Theseemissivitiescan be achieved due to the
results of arc texturing research performedat NASA Lewis Research Center under the
CSTI3. These values lead to theoretical minimumrequiredradiator area of 1.28 m2 to
transfer 100kWth between the surfaces at average temperaturesof 1312K on the lithium
side and 1066K on the superalloy side.



All four concepts use a parallel tube configurationfor the high temperature
radiator panels. Each radiator panel lithiumflow passage has an inner diameter of .22
inches. This results in Reynolds numbers of approximately 10,000and a total convective
resistance of 1%of the allowable. Using a Nb-l%Zr radiator panel thicknessof .05
inches and a total of 20, 1/4" diametertubes, the total conductiveresistance is estimated
to be 10%of the allowable. With the addition of the radiation resistance the results give
a required radiator area of 1.5 m2. This is only 17%higher than the ideal radiator area of
1.28 m2.

Structure
Calculationsweremadeto evaluaterequiredmaterialthicknessfor eachof the

concepts. The materialusedin the heatpipe is Inconel617 which hasan allowablestress
of 9000 psi for 60,000 hrsof life (1%creep). The maximumtemperaturethis materialis
subjectedto is 1066K. Becauseof the large flatplateareaandthe resultantstressfound
in concepts 1and2, ribsareused to reducethe stressonthe walls of the heatpipe. 10-
and-20ribconfigurationsare modeledforboth the single-and-triplefin heatexchangers.
Itwas foundthatsignificantreductionsin massoccurredif 20 ribsare used. The ribsall
have holes placedalongtheirsurfaceto allowthe free flow of sodiumvapor
circumferentiallythrough the heatpipe.

Becauseof the large circularareain concept3, ribs arenotrequired. Concept4,
however, requiredseveral ribs becauseof the flatplatearearequiredwhenplacingthe
two halves of the convertortogether.

Inall conceptsa burstdisk is placedin the heatpipewall to insurethatif a high
pressureheliumleakoccurs in the Stiflingconvertor/heatpipeinterfacethe possibilityof
insertionof heliuminto the primaryreactorloop is reduced. The internalpressureof the
convertoris 2250 psia. Sizing the burstdisk to fail at 150psia led to a .0254 meter
diameterdisk.
Multi Foil Insulation

Inall conceptsit is desiredto keep heat loss below 5%of the heatinputbecause
of increasingreactorandshieldmass. Molybdenummultifoilinsulationwas chosen
becauseof its lightweight andexcellentinsulationpropertieswhenused in vacuum.
Estimatesof heat loss throughthe insulationare basedonthe temperatureof the inner
andouterlayers of the multifoilandtheheat flux throughthe insulation.4 A 5% heat
loss determinedthe requirednumberof layers of insulation. Foreach of the concepts,
varyinglayersof insulationare requireddueto the differentgeometriesused to input
heat. Inconcept 1,20 layersof insulationare requiredwhile concept2 requiredabout15
layers. Concepts3 and4 both required20 layersof multifoil.
Sizing of Flow Channels

Pressuredropcalculationsaremadebasedon flow channelequivalentlengths
aroundthe reactorsideof the liquidmetalheatexchanger. Pressuredropsincludedare
those in the inletandoutletmanifoldsandthe PLATECOILheatexchangers. The liquid
lithiumheat transfercoefficientsare baseduponReynoldsandPrandtlnumbers.The
lithiumflow tubeswere sized to give reasonablylow flow velocities (< 3 meters/second)
to minimizepressurelosses while alwaysmaintainingturbulentflow (Re>4000)to
enhanceheattransfer. The wall thicknessof the tubesare sizedfor the 22 psipressureof
the lithiumloop. The selectionof Nb-1%Zras the lithiumside materialled to initial
sizing of the tubingat 1/4 inch in diameterand.025 inches thickness.

Wicking Considerations
A conservative 100 mesh stainless steel wick (diameterof wire is 1/100 of an

inch) was selected for all the concepts. This conservatismis based on preliminary results
from wick erosion tests currently under test through a Lewis Research Center program.



Preliminaryresults from these tests suggestthat, withouta coating, sodium erosion of the
nickel in the stainless steel wicking is a concern. 100mesh wire was selected as the
wicking size of choice because tests indicate this wire size will survive the seven year life
requirement (@ 20 watts/cm2i of the reactor/powerconversionsystem. Because higher
mesh sizes provide increased capillary pumpingability it is desirable to use as fine a
mesh wick as possible. Finer mesh sizes are consideredand as more data becomes
available this design choice may change. The 100mesh wickingprovides a pumping
height of about .254 meters total. This is importantbecause of ground testing
considerations.

In each of the designs wickingand artery attachmentbecame a significant factor.
Attachment methods for the wick and artery and the relative ease of assembly influenced
the choice of heat exchanger concept.

Concept 1- This concept provided the easiest attachmentof both the wicking and
the arteries while producing a relatively small pumpingheight. This concept provides
easy access to both evaporator walls of the heat pipe because only a single side of each
heat pipe is acting as an evaporator.

Concept 2- This concept, although similar to concept 1, greatly increased
problems associated with the attachmentof the wicking and arteries. These problems
occurred because both sides of the plates are used to input heat and therefore both sides
must be wicked with arteries attached. The only way to attach the wicks and artery on
the final side was to enter the heat pipe from the ends. It is felt that entry from the ends
increases the risk of this concept.

Concept 3- This concept allows for the attachmentof wicks and arteries around
the entire surface provided a section on the outsideof the toms is cut away to allow
access to the interior of the heat pipe. This reduces the radiating area of this
configuration. Also, because of the relatively large size of the toms, a center separating
plate is required between the two heat pipe sections to reduce the height the sodium has
to be pumped. This provides greater design margin for the heatpipeby effectively
reducing the pumping height in half.

Concept 4- This concept has the sameproblem as concept 3 except that it does
not have the requirement of an additionalseparating plate between the two halves of the
engine. An additional plate is not required because the tori are attached separately
effectively replacing the separating plate. It does however provideadditional
complexities because of the smaller working space inside the toms to attach the wicking
and arteries.

In all of the concepts no additionalmass penalties are included due to the wicking
attachment problems.
Conclusions

Mass results and componentthicknesses of the analysis are given in Table 1 and
Table 2. The table shows variations in total heat exchanger mass by varying both the ribs
and heat exchanger configuration. The majorityof the mass comes from the disks in
concepts 1 and 2 or the outer cylindersin concepts 3 and 4. Because only a small
fraction of the total mass comes from the addition of ten extra ribs in either the single or
triple segmented configurations the dramaticdrop in flat plate mass more than makes up
for this increase. The triple fin configurationsprovide significant improvement over the
single fin by reducing the flat plate area. The single and double tori provide the lightest
overall systems.

Because of the large mass penaltiesassociated with concept 1and the difficulty in
the attachment of the wicks in concept 2 neither of thesewas chosen as the baseline
design. Concept 4 offeredno discernibleadvantagesover concept 3. Concept4 was
projected to be more difficult to fabricate due to the inclusionof ribs as well as the
increased fiat plate area. Concept 3 was chosen as the easiest to fabricate while also
providing a lightweight interface between the SP-100 and the CTPC.



Additionalanalysishas beenperformedona conductivelycoupledconcept.This
work will be presented at a later date.

Table 1.Weight Comparisons (kg)
Disks Outer Ribs Fins Insulation Manifolds Total

Cylinder
Concept 1a SingleFin 146 9 2 9 10 0 176 kg
1O-Segmentribs
Concept1 b SingleFin 105 9 3 9 10 0 136 kg
20-Segment ribs
Concept 2a Triple Fin 66 4 1 14 7 1 93 kg
1O-Segmentribs
Concept2b Triple Fin 39 4 2 14 7 1 67 kg
20-Segment ribs
Concept3 SingleTorus 10 0 0 18 11 2 41 kg

Concept4 DualTorus 11 7 4 11 7 2 42 kg

Table 2. Thickness Comparison (inches)

Disks Outer Ribs Fins Insulation Manifolds

Cylinder
Concept 1a 0.22 0.0625 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.0625

Concept 1 b 0.159 0.0625 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.0625

Concept 2a 0.0625 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.0625

Concept 2b 0.0625 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.06?_5

Concept 3 0.033 0.05 0.02 0.0625

Concept 4 0.033 0.05 0.02 0.0625

_TranterInc., "PLATECOIL,The Most Versatile and Efficient PrimeSurface HeatExchanger" Tranter,
Inc.,Texas Division, Wichita Falls, TX, 1990.
=Lubarsky,B., and S.J. Kaufman,"Reviewof Experimental Investigationsof Liquid Metal HeatTransfer,"
NACA Tech Note 3336, WashingtonD.C., 1055.
3B.Banks, S.. Rutledge, M. Mirtich, T. Behrend, D. Hotes,M. Kussmaul,J. Barry, C. Stidham,T. Stueber,
F. DiFilippo, "Arc-TexturedMetal Surface for High ThermalEmittance Space Radiators,"NASA TM
10894, 1988.
4Applicationof Multi-Foil Insulation to the Brayton Isotope Power System and ConceptualDesign of
Multi-Foil Insulation for theFlight System,Thermo Electron CorporationReport No. TF_A209-100-76,June
1l, 1976.
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FIGURE 1. Cross Section of SSPC Radiatively Coupled Heat Exchanger.
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FIGURE 2. Flow Path of Lithium in RadiativelyCoupled Heat Exchanger.
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Figure 4 Triple Plate Heat Exchanger



Figure 5. Single Torus Heat Exchanger
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